
     Electric City Dirt Riders 

     February 11, 2014 

 

 

Members: 11 

Board Members: James Hendershot, Keith Nelson, Heidi Wadsworth, Miranda Schippers. 

Current Balance is: $14,300 we have two outstanding checks for: $732 for the Wednesday night T-

shirts, also $525 for the HCMA. 

 

 

Old business 

 

 ~Porta Pottys  

~jesse looked into it and it was a large amount of money, need to come up with another idea. 

 

 ~lengthen and widen the new Motocross/ATV track 

~2nd motocross track also ATV friendly 

 

 ~reapply for fencing and porta potty grant. 

~no new info on the security system. 

 

 ~New Motocross/ATV track 

~Jesse cut into the track to get feel for what it’s going to be like. 

~Cat will donate equipment. 

~got guys to help build 

~estimated $3000 for fuel and $500 for other cost such as delivery. 

~grant says we need 5 starting gates, concrete pad, and dog house. 

~looking at getting it done in 3 days, around march  1st, march 22nd as the fall back weekend. 

~cameron would do the finish work to the new track. 

~work on a couple things to make the track better and race ready. 

~goal is to make it one of the best tracks in the state. 

 

 ~$1625 in track improvement  money. 

 

 ~build a new 50 track for the little bikes. 

~50 track would prevent injuries between the big bikes and small bikes. 

~keith motions for a new 110 4 stroke and below track.(Jason seconds the motion) 

 

 ~forrest will start the new website for ECDR. 

 

~lot is still tabled( piece of land that a guy wants $4000 for) 

 



New business 

 

 ~new lock and key for the front gate 

~$325 for the lock and keys was the set price. 

~keith motions for new lock and keys to be done by Nelson Lock and Key for the front gate.(james 2nd  

the motion) 

 

 ~stickers with the memberships. 

~needs to get hold of doug for the rights of the design. 

~new design is possible for the stickers. 

~paid $150 for 175 2013 stickers. 

~tim motions to take away the stickers (james second the motion) (MOTION FAILED)  

~stickers stay 

~2014 stickers will be yellow this year, 

 

 ~Wednesday night races 

~june 4,8 

~july 9,16 

~aug 6, 20  

~james motions for the races (keith second the motion) 

~not profitable races but we do not lose money. Break even, 

~not doing shirts as an award for the 2014 wed night series. 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:30. 


